EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF CONSOLE BORING BARS
OSCILLATIONS UPON FINE STEPPED HOLES BORING
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Experimental research of console boring bars oscillations upon fine stepped holes boring. Fine boring is a common way of finishing edge processing. Upon boring stepped hole, on practice it is necessary to design and produce special stepped console boring bars or multi-edged heads. In the experiments there were researched complicated dynamic interactions occurring in the technological system upon multi-edge boring with stepped boring bars. Regularities of forced oscillations amplitudes changes upon changes in flexible system parameters and cutting processes have been studied, namely upon changes in mass-geometrical properties of boring bars, stiffness and own frequencies, variation of lengths and diameters of steps. Out-of-roundness of cross sections and roughness values of processed surfaces within the terms of simultaneous and separate work of edges have been researched. The experiments were carried out on machines assembled on the basis of a finishing and boring machine equipped with a high precision spindle head with rotation speed stepless regulation and modern measuring equipment. Measurements were carried out using strain gauge methods as well as a vibration spectrum analyzer with a piezo sensor. Two and three-stage boring rods with different mass geometry parameters were used. Processing diagrams with rotating and non-rotating boring rods were studied. Relative position of edges and cutting depths were also varied during experiments that led to change of values of impact indexes. Complex dynamic interactions at thin boring by step boring bars at simultaneous operation of picks lead to non-monotonous change of amplitudes of forced vibrations, and vibration stability of boring process can either increase or decrease. The practical importance of the work allows to solve the field of application of stepped console boring bars by improving their design on the basis of not only static, but also dynamic calculations. Results of experimental researches are put into basis of theoretic modelling and development of dynamic calculation models. In addition, the results of complex experimental research in scientific terms develop technological dynamics as a part of engineering technology.
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**Introduction**

In this paper dynamic interactions at multi-edge fine boring of two- and three-step holes are researched.

The solution of dynamics problems in machining technology was reflected in the direction of technological dynamics as a component of machine-building technology.

At studying of the dynamic interactions arising in finishing-boring machines, it is necessary to pay special attention to the vibrations of the cantilever boring bars, installed on the spindle heads (the subsystem of the spindle of the boring bar), and also to study the influence on the vibrations of the parameters of the blank, installed in the fixture (the subsystem of the part - fixture) on the table of the machine. The level of vibrations during cutting is significantly determined by the parameters of these two subsystems and characterizes the relative movements of the edge and the blank unit, which ensure the quality of processing.

During researching of processes of fine boring and working out of settlement methods it is necessary to study potentially unstable forms of oscillations, to consider their physical manifestation, time and space forms. Complex dynamic interactions in the elastic-dissipative-inertial system in general cases represent a set of free, forced, parametric and auto oscillations. Each of these types of oscillations can be decisive under different processing conditions: for example, when boring complex surfaces of rotation, forced oscillations are typical, and when boring intermittent surfaces of rotation – parametric oscillations. When boring openings with a variable shear cross-section (cutting in the following direction), oscillations are generated. These self-excited oscillations lead, among others, to a sharp decrease in boring accuracy, loss of wear resistance of the edge and a decrease in productivity.

The quality of machining of precise holes, especially for thin multi-blade boring, can be improved by vibrations excited in the process system. The problem of damping mechanical vibrations is therefore still a very urgent one today.

**Analysis of last publications and problem statement**

The analysis of technical literature [1, 2] certifies a large number of experimental studies of different types of vibration, as well as achievements in the field of metal cutting based on the development and application of computational methods for the study of dynamic interactions in machine building technology.

Different physical models for the description of oscillations have been proposed by a number of well-known scientists: cutting on the trail from the previous pass (trace regeneration) [3] changes in the value of cutting force during the movement of the cutter in the metal and from it, the falling characteristic of cutting force from speed.

Changes in cutting speed and feed within the limits recommended for fine boring have less influence on the amplitudes of oscillation than changes in the boring bar length and cutting depth. The concept of vibration resistance of the machine is therefore characterized more by the stiffness of the boring bar than the ratio of length $l$ to its diameter $d$. Oscillations of long boring bars ($l/d \gg 3–4$) are well described by differential equations of the 2nd order in ordinary derivatives. At the same time, calculations of oscillations of long boring rods taking into account the dynamic characteristics of the cutting process [4, 5] allow to consider such system as single mass one and show that such dynamic system either has a small reserve of stability or goes into the auto-oscillation mode. The study of the oscillations of “long” boring bars is very important for determining the achievable machining accuracy without vibrating dampers.

Reducing the stiffness of the boring bars as the arm length increases leads to lower vibration resistance, higher vibration levels and increased tool wear. Peculiarities of boring bar vibrations have led to the necessity to study their dynamic characteristics, which is reflected in a large number of published papers [6–10].

The number of published in technical literature results of investigations on thin boring of stepped holes is relatively small, and in the majority of researches highlight the designs of multi-edge boring heads (or special boring bars) are discussed [11, 12]. In some papers vibration stability of boring process is characterized by the total specific cutting depth at absence of increased vibrations [13]. Dynamic features of boring two- and three-stage holes in the majority of published works are only mentioned.
or not considered at all, sources of excitation of vibrations, regularities of change of their amplitudes, and also changes of rigidity, own frequencies and geometrical parameters of boring bars impacting vibration stability are not studied.

In this paper [14] the study of the impact of dynamic effects of cutting on the errors of the shape of the hole under the influence of vibrations in the cutting process is carried out, errors of longitudinal and transverse sections are formally described, the necessity of research in the field of multi-cutter boring is emphasized, as well as the methodology for calculating the amplitudes of forced vibrations of the tool.

The development of the method with the purpose of improvement of the quality of holes boring in hull parts by way of directed combination of stiffening parameters of the technological system is described in [15].

Summarizing the results of the published research on boring of stepped holes, we note that the absence of the necessary scientific substantiation for the design of step boring bars prevents their implementation in the practice of metalworking.

The purpose of work is expansion of technological and dynamic possibilities of operations of multi-edge thin boring of stepped holes. For achievement of this purpose it is necessary to solve the following problems: to establish experimentally regularities of change of forced oscillations amplitudes of step boring bars upon separate and simultaneous operation of edges:

– to study the oscillations of rotating and non-rotating multi-cutting console boring bars;
– to study the impact of the edge arrangement on the level of oscillations during multi-edge boring.

Statement of the main material. In the experiments, samples made of steel 45, grey cast iron СЧ36 (SCh36) and bronze were subject to boring. The samples were cylindrical bushings, on the inner surfaces of which stepped holes were made.

On Fig. 1 some constructions of boring bars used in experiments are shown.

Experiments were conducted in terms enabling to establish mutual impact of disturbance between the edges, intensity thereof, and also the quality of processing and error. The length of the samples made out 0.12...0.25 m, and the steps diameters 0.02...0.10 m. Blank units were fixed on spindle.

Fig. 1. Some Used Boring Bars
heads of the first and second type of size.

In accordance with the data [16], in experiments the following geometry of edges cutting part used for fine boring of smooth surfaces was adopted:

- when boring steel: \( \varphi = 60^\circ; \quad \varphi_1 = 10^\circ; \quad \alpha = 8^\circ; \quad \alpha_1 = 12^\circ; \quad \gamma = -3^\circ; \quad \lambda = 5^\circ; \)
- when boring cast iron: \( \varphi = 60^\circ; \quad \varphi_1 = 10^\circ; \quad \alpha = 6^\circ; \quad \alpha_1 = 10^\circ; \quad \gamma = -5^\circ; \quad \lambda = 10^\circ; \)
- when boring bronze: \( \varphi = 45^\circ; \quad \varphi_1 = 20^\circ; \quad \alpha = 10^\circ; \quad \alpha_1 = 8^\circ; \quad \gamma = 0^\circ; \quad \lambda = 10^\circ. \)

Edges materials:
- when boring steel – T30K4, borazon;
- when boring cast iron – BK3M (VK3M);
- when boring bronze – edges with diamond crystals.

Cutting depth from 0.04 to 0.1 mm, motion from 0.04...0.12 mm/turn, speed from 100 to 200 m/min.

For each boring bar, static stiffness measurements were carried out in the two directions of \( C_y \) and \( C_z \) in the section of the most distant edge with a dynamometer with a gradation of 0.4 N. The displacement was measured in the same cross section by the indicator mounted in the support. The natural frequency of the boring bar-device subsystem and the attenuation characteristic were based on oscillogram of the damping oscillations triggered by the impact in the edge’s cross-section. In our experiments, the measured boring bars frequencies were between 200 and 1100 Hz.

The boring was carried out with a batch of edges (6 pieces per batch) to avoid the influence of the geometrical characteristics of the individual edges. The re-installation criterion was an output of the sample surface by the roughness Ra of 0.9 \( \mu \)m. The surface roughness was determined by the profilograph.

The first group of experiments, carried out by non-rotating boring bars and aimed at studying vibrations upon boring one-, two- and three-stepped steel, cast iron and bronze samples, allowed to establish character of vibrations, influence of change of geometrical characteristics of step holes, depth and cutting speed on forced vibrations of borrows and accuracy of processing.

In the second group of experiments the oscillations of rotating boring rods at boring of step holes were studied. The blank units were made of steel, aluminum and bronze. To compare the amplitudes of vibrations at the same cutting speeds the samples were bordered at separately working edges and at their simultaneous work.

Oscillations of the rotating boring bar when boring two-stepped holes at varying cutting speeds were studied in the third group of experiments. The amplitudes of the vibrations were compared with the non-rotating boring bars.

Oscillations of rotating and non-rotating borings bars were studied on experimental stands. The general view of the stand (Fig. 2a) and its scheme (Fig. 2b) for the study of oscillations of the non-rotating boring rods are shown in Fig. 2.
During the experiments, the processed blank unit (4) was mounted on the flange of the spindle head (2) of the FBM. The console boring bar (5) was fixed in the fixture (6), which is installed on the table of the machine. On the boring bar (5) near the mountings two pairs of strain gauges (7) were glued. Strain gauges (7) and OR (10) were used to measure the bending vibrations of the boring bar in two planes. Two pairs of strain gauges were included in the differential scheme and provided reliable measurement of the process in the frequency range of 0…7000 Hz. This frequency range is quite sufficient, since the featuring frequencies of bending vibrations of the boring bar are in the range of 400…3000 Hz.

The vibration recording device (10) consists of 4 strain gauges, which are connected to each other via a bridge circuit, microcontroller Discovery STM32L0538-DISCO, a strain amplifier, a microCD memory card and a Bluetooth radio module.

Oscillation recording device works as follows: the recorded analog signal at 4 strain gauges is recorded in the form of \( n \) packets of data on a microCD memory card, which in turn is installed on the microcontroller Discovery, which allows you to increase the speed of the signal, while recording the full range of signal frequencies.

The special feature of the device design is that the signal is registered not with a PC, but with Discovery microcontroller STM32L0538-DISCO, which is controlled by a PC via Bluetooth radio module.

To visualize the calibration process, signal recording and processing, appropriate programs have been developed.

**Research results**

Some results from the first group of experiments are shown in Fig. 3.

Noteworthy, that in these experiments special features of dynamic interactions upon boring with two-stepped boring bar have been established: upon simultaneous work of two edges and proportion of lengths of steppes set to unit the amplitude of forced oscillations less than upon work of more distanced edge No. 2. This fact witnesses mutual damping of cutting processed given some parameters of boring bar and simultaneous work of two edges. At the same time, we noticed cases when increase of oscillations level upon simultaneous work of edges No. 1 and No. 2 in comparison with work of one edge No. 2 (see Table 1) took place. The mentioned experiment confirms the necessity of dynamic calculations upon designing two-stepped boring bars.

Impact of oscillations on roughness of processed surface and out-of-roundness is reflected in the Table 1.

### Experiments results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boring bars parameters</th>
<th>Step length ( l_1, \text{m} )</th>
<th>Step length ( l_2, \text{m} )</th>
<th>Oscillations amplitude, ( A_1, \mu\text{m} )</th>
<th>Roughness ( R_a, \mu\text{m} )</th>
<th>Out-of-roundness ( \Delta R, \mu\text{m} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( d_1=0.06 \text{ m}, ) ( d_2=0.03 \text{ m}, ) ( l=0.16 \text{ m} )</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the second group of experiments on measuring oscillations of rotating boring bars show that rotating of cutting zone leads to some increase of oscillations intensity by amplitudes, though regularities in measuring them are the same as in the first group.

Results of the third group experiments provide for making conclusion that upon boring with differently facing edges the dynamic interactions like upon unidirectional edges can make both positive
and negative impact on the level of forced oscillations. In each individual case the changes in the oscillation levels result from statistical and dynamic parameters of elastic system, cutting process and external disturbances.

The Table 2 shows experimental values of forced oscillations amplitudes, roughness and out-of-roundness upon simultaneous work with oppositely under the angle180° installed edges with changes in steppes length.
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boring bars parameters</th>
<th>Step length $l_1$, m</th>
<th>Step length $l_2$, m</th>
<th>Oscillations amplitude, $A$, µm</th>
<th>Roughness $R_a$, µm</th>
<th>Out-of-roundness $\Delta R$, µm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d_1=0.08$ m, $d_2=0.04$ m, $l=0.16$ m</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Same results were gained in the experiments with multidirectional edges set under the angles 90° and 150°.

Comparison of polar diagrams of processed holes with multidirectional edges in all checked experiments showed that out-of-roundness having the shape of oval lead to their turn in relation to each other in various steppes of the processed holes. Various orientation of ovals axes in cross sections of hole steppes eventually results into decrease of the quality of assembly and operation of these parts.

**Conclusions**

1. Upon simultaneous work inter-impact of edges leads to increase or decrease of the level of forced oscillations depending on design parameters of boring bar (steppes diameters to lengths ratio) and processing modes.

2. Results of experiments with rotating boring bars confirms main regularities of dynamic interactions occurring upon boring with non-rotating boring bars, though the intensity of oscillation amplitudes somehow increase.

3. Experiments on studying the dynamics of boring sample units with oppositely under the angle 180° installed boring bars showed that such alignment can lead both to decrease and increase of oscillations amplitudes.

4. Changes in parameters of cutting processes (cutting indexes, processed materials, spindle rotation frequency) lead to increase or decrease of vibration resistance of the technological system.

5. Cross section accuracy and roughness parameters vary in accordance with the increase of forced oscillations.

6. Results of held experiments confirm the fact that estimation of oscillation levels upon designing stepped boring bars requires dynamic calculations in each individual case.
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